HOC 103
Convener: Susan Glasson
Lee Fitzgerald (Australia) Assignment Success: Designing Student Research Tasks to Foster Information Literacy

RMS 202
Convener: Johnny Hou
Chen Yi-Ching (Taiwan) The Road from School Library to Education Resource Center: A Case Study of Taipei Wanfang High School

RMS 203
Convener: Elizabeth Greer
Heather Hyland (New Zealand) Making it Happen: Information Leadership in a New Zealand School

RMS 204
Convener: Eva Banon
Lourdes T. David and Michelle F. Panti, (Philippines) Libraries as Partners in Youth Development

RMS 205
Convener: Karen Bonanno
Panel: Peter Warning and Carolyn Sinclair (Hong Kong) Best of Times, Worst of Times: School Libraries and the Library School Practicum

IASL SIG Discussion: School Library Education
— Participate in and contribute to this important IASL Special Interest Group

RMS 206
Convener: Chiu Po Han
Chen Tszung-Yuen (Taiwan) Promotion of Creative Learning Exchange Philosophy
Chen Hsia-Jung (Taiwan) The Evaluation of the Possibility that the Vocational Senior High Library Offer Community People to Use

3:30-4:00
RHT
Convener: Catherine Riedel
Judy Clayden (Australia) The A-Team: Innovative Approaches to School and Public Library Staffing

HOC LG06
Convener: Amy Chan
Chen Long Sang and Ho Weng Tze (Hong Kong) Problem-based Learning in the Field for Students in Hong Kong: PBL Programme in Kowloon Technical School

HOC 102
Convener: Sharon Tully
Frasunl Agamborn Oclati (Philippines) Responding to the Literacy Challenge Amidst Resource-hungry Realities: the Case of Southern Mindanao, Philippines

HOC 103
Convener: Boemo Nlayidzidzai Jorosi
Marilyn Osborn (South Africa) An Evolving Model of Knowledge Management in Education and the South African Reality: How Knowledge Management, Information Literacy and Reading Skills are Informing Learning at a High School and a Primary School in Gauteng, South Africa

RMS 202
Sebnem Yalcin (Turkey) Turkish Libraries from Past to Future and the Key School Library as an example

RMS 203
Convener: Marcia Mandis
Edward C. Lomax and Rudy F. Stinchom (USA) An Investigation of the Interaction Between the School Library Media Center and the Science Classroom: Impact on the Scientific Literacy of Students in the Delakti County School System

RMS 204
IASL SIG Discussion: International Development
— Participate in and contribute to this important IASL Special Interest Group

RMS 205
Convener: Stacy Sinclair Tarr
Sarah Lucy and Kristen Drucker (USA) A Collaborative Unit on Peace Conferencing

4:30-5:15
RHT
Convener: Jennifer Branch
Jeanne Buckley (Canada) Research Forum Paper: School Library Coordinators’ Visions of Quality School Library Programs in a Culture of Change and their Leadership Role in Helping to Achieve Them

HOC 102
Convener: Dianne Oberg

HOC 103
Convener: James Henri
Hanna Lestisiptiri (Indonesia) Improving the School Library for IB Students: A Case Study at the British International School, Jakarta

IASL SIG Discussion: School Library Research
— Participate in and contribute to this important IASL Special Interest Group

- Participate in and contribute to this important IASL Special Interest Group

RMS 202
Convener: Ming Ku
Robert Sui (Hong Kong) Paper Document Archiving and Preservation in Applying Latest Kodak Technology

Vendor Paper:
Kodak (Hong Kong) Ltd.

RMS 203
Convener: Brian Waddell
Elizabeth Jones and Geraldine Howell (New Zealand) Information Leadership in a Culture of Change: Creating New Opportunities for New Zealand School Libraries Through Nationwide Collaboration from Government to Grassroots

RMS 204
Convener: Malin Utter
Leineus Dus (Netherlands) Joint Use Libraries

RMS 205
Convener: Betty Chu
Pan Shui-Man (Taiwan) A Case Study of Building a Literary Campus in National Feng-yun Senior High School

RMS 206
Convener: Claire Johnston
Diana Dukic (Hong Kong) Information Literacy and Children’s Selection of Books for Recreational Reading

IASL SIG Discussion: Children’s and Young Adult Literature — Participate in and contribute to this important IASL Special Interest Group

Visit the trade show!

Tuesday, July 12

9:00-9:45
RHT
Convener: Sandra Lee
Jennifer Branch, Lenora Macy, Jill McClay and Carol Lenz (Canada) Research Forum Paper: Collaborative Planning and Team Teaching in a Large Lecture Hall: Modeling Leadership for Change

HOC LG05
Convener: Ellen Hoffman
Marcia A. Mardis (USA) Research Forum Paper: School Media Programs and Middle Grades Science Achievement: Results of a Study Performed in Michigan, USA

HOC 102/HOC 103
Convener: Anne Clyde
Moshie Yifhushi and Dania Anzenberg (Israel) Research Forum Paper: Factors Hindering High School Library Success as Viewed by Librarians, Teachers and Principals in Israel

9:45-10:15 TCA
10:15-10:45
HOC LG06
Convener: Barbara Combes
Pru Mitchell (Australia) Standards of Professional Excellence for Teacher Librarians

HOC 102/HOC 103
Convener: Judy O’Connell
Penny Goughagan (Australia) City Curriculum @ Year 9: Engaging Learning, Authentic Learning, Information Literacy and ICT

RMS 202
IASL SIG Discussion: Advocacy — Participate in and contribute to this important IASL Special Interest Group

RMS 203
Convener: James Henri
L. Sulistiyanto-Asuaki (Indonesia) The Litany of Suffering is Still Heard But Not Louder: A Case Study of Clinical Supervision to School Libraries in Indonesia’s Four Provinces

RMS 204
Convener: Heather Hyland
Ruth Higginton (Australia) Quality Collaborative Planning

11:00-12:00
RHT
Closing ceremony
12:00-13:05
Information Library Lily Pond Picnic
(Served at RHT)

1:30
Tour buses leave from lower ground level of the Main Library building